
morning I again visited my patient, and found her freo from pain—a slight
soreness of the throat remained—several livid spots upon the fauces and
tonsils, and the surface of her body completely covered with a scarlet
efflorescence. Continue the use of Pulv. Ip. Comp. and Pulv. Ant. :
obtain a full and free evacuation from the bowels daily :—use infusion of
Sago, Balm, &c. sweetened with honey, for drink and as a gargle. In
about ten days I had the pleasure of seeing this patient well. Since that
time I have had about 50 cases of ihe same complaint, and I have at this
time 12 or 14 under my immediate care. In every instance I have pur-
sued nearly the same plan of treatment, varying only in reference to the
age, sex and constitution of my patients, and I have lost but one of the
number. In the instance that proved fatal, I was not applied to until the
3d day of the disease ; the child was about five years old, unusually
fleshy, and had been highly stimulated with Cayenne, warm sling, &c.
before I saw it. I have in no case seen fit to employ or recommend
stimulants, though in many instances I have been solicited to on account
of the great apparent debility.Whether the success which has attended the means I have employed,
has been owing to a correct opinion of the complaint, or to the mildness
of the disease, I am unable to say ; I only state facts to elicit remarks
from more able pens.
Is Scarlatina contagious ? Such is the prevalent opinion in this region

among Physicians and others, but I have seen no reason for such belief.
Or is it not dependent upon the state of the atmosphere, and, like In-
fluenza, likely to subside when the air shall become warm and dry.*

Yours, E. Leffingwell.
Thetford, Vt. April 27th, 1832.

Communicated for the Boston Medical und Surßicnl Journal.

CONTAGION\p=m-\THE PROPRIETY OF A POPULAR DISTINCTION
QUESTIONED

Mr. Editor,—Can you or any of your correspondents inform me on
what ground some physicians set up a distinction between diseases con-
tagious by persons, and those contagious by merchandise. In the mul-
tiplied discussions with which our brethren in the four quarters of the
globe have furnished us of late, respecting the old black death, or as it is
now called the Spasmodic Cholera, I have noticed this distinction assum-
ed by one side, and not questioned by the other. To me this is inex-
plicable, though perhaps the brighter lights of modern pathology have
discovered it to the intellects of younger men. Where is the instance,
among diseases long known to be communicable by contagion, of one
which may be taken from the body of the sick, and is yet incapable of
being excited by the clothing in which the patient is wrapt ? The Small-
pox, the prince of contagious diseases, the mirror in which all the great
and fixed laws of contagion may be seen most clearly, is not only taken
at the bed-side, but communicated through time and space almost un-
* The Scarlet Fever was particularly rife in Boston, during tho heats of tho last

summer.—Ed.
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limited, by the articles with which the sick man was surrounded, and
which imbibed not the virus from his pock, but the atmosphere of his
chamber. Still further, not only the smallpox, but the measles, and
all universally acknowledged diseases of this character, may be carried
from family to family in the clothing of the physician in attendance. If
long exposed to fresh air, the diseased atmosphere, or in other words the
contagion contained in these cloths, would be either so diluted or so far
supplanted by another, as to render them incapable of inducing disease
in tho unprotected. But let the physician remain an hour closely with a
variolous or rubeolous patient, and then let his coat be boxed up tight
and sent to a distant shore, and there opened, and no doubt can remain
what will be the consequence. How much more certainly would the
body-linen of tho patients themselves convey the miasm, in this way, to
a distant part of the same or another country. These cloths are, in fact,
merchandise. They may be torn into rags, and so converted into actual
goods for exportation.
The more I indulge in these reflections, Mr. Editor, the more I am

induced to think that a disease that may be communicated by a sick man
to his medical attendant, his nurse, or friend, by means of an atmosphere
generated by his person, may also be carried in clothing (i. c. merchan-
dise) to an individual at a distance ; and I doubt if there is an example
or can be one, in the whole history of medicine, that justifies the dis-
tinction between contagion from person to person, and contagion through
merchandise. There is no disease, I believe, which is communicable
in the one way, that is not also in the other.

Respectfully, Yours,
Senex.N. H. April 16th, 1832.

BOSTON MEDICAL AND SURGICAL JOURNAL.

BOSTON, MAY 9, 1832

SPOTTED FEVER AT NEW LONDON.
We noticed last week that a malignant asthenia, commonly denominated
spotted fever, or typhus syncopalis, had made its appearance in New
London, Connecticut. The New London Gazette of April 25th states,
that " there may have been as many as eighty or a hundred cases, in all
grades ofthe complaint. There is no pretence that more than eight per-
sons havo died ofthe epidemic, and seven of these were decidedly broken
down constitutions, either from great age or other causes." The veteran
practitioner, Dr. North, who resides in that city, appears personally to
have given atone to the treatment, and his Treatise on Spotted Fever, and
Dr. Miner's Essay on Typhus Syncopalis, are, we understand, the princi-
pal guides in the practice, which has been adopted with great success.
The following extract from a letter dated New London, Connecticut, April
26,1832, comprises the principal information which has been received. ,
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